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Abstract—In an oligopoly market, producers compete together
to seize the electricity market share. Since they cannot obtain
their desired profits through fair competition, they may collude
to set their bid prices illegally higher than the oligopoly level.
Manipulation and increasing market price decrease social welfare
and then market efficiency. This article intends to provide inde-
pendent system operators (ISOs) with a tool to analyze day-ahead
market data so as to identify generator units who intend to exercise
collusion and raise the market prices. Toward this goal, all possible
collusion and competition scenarios are simulated and then the
generated data are used to train a supervised learning algorithm.
By applying the proposed approach to the IEEE 57 and 30 bus
test systems, the efficiency of the proposed approach was assessed.
Furthermore, it is demonstrated how colluding generators choose
between maximizing their colluded profit and reducing the risk
of being detected by ISO. The results show machine learning is
capable of identifying colluding companies with accuracy of 95%.
Also, it was rightly obvious that the closer the bidding price of
companies is to competitive level, the more downward the efficiency
of the machine is.

Index Terms—Collusion, equilibrium point, machine learning
algorithm, nonoptimal strategy.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN A competitive electricity market, producers cannot affect
the market price; in other words, they take the price from

the market and attempt to determine the amount of their own
production according to the market price. Therefore, the opti-
mum production level will be calculated by the intersection of
the marginal cost curve with market price. Limitations of power
systems have pushed the electricity markets from competitive
environment toward oligopoly market. In an oligopoly market,
there is a possibility for producers to affect the market price.
Producers, who are interested in raising the price of the mar-
ket, may increase their bids (economic withholding) or reduce
the production (physical withholding) to influence the market
price in their favorable direction. Producers who can affect the
market with any of the aforementioned methods have so-called
“market power” [1], [2]. In addition to raising prices higher
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than the competitive level, the ability of maintaining market
price for a long period of time is important. After liberalization
of the electricity market, price manipulation and market power
of individual producers [3]–[5] can be resulted from the joint
decision and alliance of two or several producers that in such
cases, collusion is done in the form of implicit and explicit
[6], [7]. A long-term alliance between several companies to
inflate the market price out of its competitive range is called
collusion. Generation companies, which cannot obtain their
desired profit through fair competition in oligopoly market,
may collude and set their bid prices and consequently direct
market price to a value abnormally higher than what oligopoly
competition commands. Explicit collusion is a hidden agreement
for interaction among electricity power producers who share
confidential information in order to control the market price.
The goal of a coalition is to adopt or enforce unified strategies
to increase the profit of its members. However, influence of a
coalition does not remain limited to the bids of its members
and will alter the bids of its competitors. Stakeholder’s choice
of coalition is based on the projected profit after the formation
of coalition. In other words, each agent selects the coalition
that provides maximum profit. Members of an explicit coalition
share the profit that is obtained through price manipulation [8],
[9]. With the advent of modern wholesale electricity markets in
developed countries, these markets have become the subject of
many discussions. These discussions often originate from the
nature of these electricity markets, e.g., the facts that they are
often controlled by a few numbers of companies, the traded
commodity (electricity) cannot be stored, demand has an in-
elastic nature, and technical limitations, such as congestion of
transmission line, can lead to isolation of submarkets. These
characteristics provide an enabling environment for coalitions,
which can be regarded as collusion [10]. The absence of com-
petition in a market where prices are set by collusion leads
to not only the violation of consumers’ rights, but also the
reduction of producer’s efficiency. In light of these adverse
effects, regulatory organizations often prohibit such coalitions to
protect competition [11], [12]. Therefore, in order to maintain
the competition in the electricity market and reduce exercis-
ing of collusive behavior from producers and improve market
efficiency, this article intends to provide independent system
operators (ISOs) with a tool to analyze day-ahead market data
so as to identify generator who intend to exercise collusion and
raise market prices. This article focuses on the explicit collusion
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and proposes an approach to reveal and detect such collusive
behaviors. Automatic detection of such collusive behaviors is not
an easy task. The basic approach is to use supervised learning,
but the major problem of this approach is the unavailability
of data specifically referring to collusion. The alternative is
to use unsupervised learning techniques for this purpose [13],
[14]. The detection mechanism introduced in [13] focuses on
circular trading, in which a ring of colluders trades a certain
share repeatedly to raise their price. The proposed method is
based on interpretation of stock flow graph with a researcher who
developed Markov clustering algorithm. Palshikar and Apte [14]
focused on the detection of cross trading and investigated the
aptitude of different clustering algorithms for collusion detection
in electricity markets. Mihailescu and Ossowski [15] detected
collusion using a two-step process in an energy market. First,
the behavioral pattern of collusion is investigated and then using
a change-point analysis, the behavior of each agent is studied
to reveal the possible structural breakpoints. Existence of such
breakpoints could be a sign for collusion and has to be analyzed
more in a verification phase, where behavioral similarities of
candidates are checked using statistical methods. As an instance,
market power execution and inefficiencies of Alberta’s restruc-
tured electricity market are studied in [4] using hourly wholesale
market dataset from 2008 to 2014. Authors found that firms
conduct considerable market power in the highest demand hours
with bounded excess generation capacity. Aliabadi et al. [16]
used a game-theoretic model to analyze the behaviors of ISO and
generator and the situations leading to collusive transactions by
generators. Zideh and Mohtavipour [17] provided an approach
to analysis of the development of tacit collusion between a
Genco (generator company) and a Disco (distribution company)
in a simulated electricity market. Authors modeled Gencos’ and
Discos’ behaviors using the ‘SARSA learning algorithm and
a model was used to tune continual exploration and make a
tradeoff between exploration and exploitation.

This article provides an approach for ISOs in which day-ahead
market data are analyzed so as to identify generator units that
collude together and increase the market price illegally. High
cost of labeling datasets by domain experts has made the labeled
data a rare find in real-world applications. While one approach is
to use unsupervised algorithms, our goal is to produce synthetic
data to train and validate our algorithm. We have not found
labeled dataset in the literature (labeled neither by experts nor
synthetic data created by researchers) and existing works have
focused more on the potential of tacit collusion and its impact
on the market. The main contribution of this article is two folds.
First, it defines how we can create such synthetic data reliably,
which could be a benchmark for future research on modeling
new vulnerabilities. Second, contribution is to use clustering
methods to detect colluding market participants. Toward this
goal, this article uses Nash equilibrium theory and supervised
learning methods. First, by using Nash equilibrium theory, mar-
ket equilibrium and then historical data/quasi-actual data are
computed for different load levels and for different collusion
scenarios. In the second part, a machine learning technique
is developed by using supervised learning paradigm so that
market equilibrium data and their peripheral operating points as a

quasi-actual market data are used to train the collusion-detecting
machine. The rest of this article is organized as follows.

Section II describes the process through which Nash equi-
librium is modeled and market equilibrium is computed.
Section III overviews the machine learning methods and su-
pervised algorithms that are proposed and used in this article
to detect collusion. In Section IV, the approach of finding
quasi-actual system operating points and collusion criteria are
described, then the framework of data collection to train the ma-
chine learning is explained. In Section V, the proposed collusion
detection framework is applied to the model of typical electricity
market, and then, obtained results are discussed and analyzed in
Section VI. Finally, Section VII concludes this article.

II. MODELING OF EQUILIBRIUM POINT

In practice, there is not enough data from different colluded
scenarios to train the collusion-detecting machine. The purpose
of equilibrium point modeling is to simulate and collect data
for the training process in subsequent steps. Normal operating
points are usually fluctuating around Nash equilibrium. Nash
equilibrium is the point where no firm is better off by changing
its strategy unilaterally [18]. In other words, deviation from the
Nash equilibrium point by participants will not increase their
profits. For the modeling of equilibrium point, it is necessary to
define the assumptions and conditions of market operation in the
restructured power industry. For this purpose, we assume that the
day-ahead market is a pool-based market with uniform pricing.
Assume the cost of generating Qsi by unit i is as following:

C(Qsi) = aiQsi +
1

2
biQs2i . (1)

These coefficients reflect the operation cost of unit i when it
generates Qsi. Also, ai and bi are the cost function coefficients
of unit i. Also, the utility of consuming QDj by consumer j is

C(QDj) = cjQDj − 1

2
djQ

2
Dj . (2)

These coefficients reflect the utility of consumer j when he or
she consumes QDj . Moreover, cj and dj are demand function
coefficients of consumer j. The true linear supply function of
generation unit i, which is real marginal cost of unit i, is as
follow:

ρtrue(Qsi) = ai + biQsi (3)

where ρ represents price or the marginal cost of unit i. These
marginal costs are confidential and strategic data for the produc-
ers. In the supply side, a set of companies is defined as following:

F = {f1, f2, f3, . . . , fk}. (4)

The goal of firm f, the owner of unit i where f ∈ F , is to
maximize its profit by determining the optimal parameters of
a similar linear bid function as following:

ρbid(Qsi) = αi + βiQsi. (5)

These coefficients reflect the purchasing cost from unit i when
it generates Qsi. To obtain a unique solution, one must avoid
changing both α and β, and instead keep one parameter constant
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(e.g., βi = bi) and alter the other parameter (αi) [19]. The
ISO supervises the schedule of generators and market clearing
price (MCP) with the aim of maximizing social welfare without
violating the technical constraints. The objective of ISO can
therefore be modeled as following:

Max JISO =
∑

j∈D

(
cjQDj − 1

2
djQ

2
Dj

)

−
∑

i∈S

(
aiQsi +

1

2
biQs2i

)
(6)

s.t.
∑

i∈S
Qsi −

∑

i∈D
QDi = 0 (7)

Qsmin
i ≤ Qsi ≤ Qsmax

i (8)

where JISO is the social welfare, S is the set of generation units,
D is the set of consumers, and Qsmin

i and Qsmax
i are the capacity

limits of unit i. Firm f maximizes its profit by determining the
optimal bid for its units using the following bilevel optimization:

Max πf =
∑

i∈f

(
λQsi − aiQsi − 1

2
Qs2i

)
(9)

s.t.

αmin
i ≤ αi ≤ αmax

i (10)

Optimization problem of ISO (6)–(8) (11)

where πf is the profit of firm f, Sf is the set of generation
units of firm f, αmin

i and αmax
i are lower and upper limits of

αi, respectively, and λ is the power balance constraint (7). The
strategy of firm f to outbid other firms is obtained by solving
a mathematical program with equilibrium constraints (MPECs)
that consists of (9)–(11). Decision variable of generating firm
i is αi. Market equilibrium is obtained by solving equilibrium
problem with equilibrium constraints (EPECs) that consists the
set of MPECs of all generating firms. To solve the EPEC,
first constraint (11) is replaced by Karush–Kuhn–Tucker (KKT)
optimality conditions of optimization (6)–(8). Then, KKT con-
ditions for optimization problem of each generating firm are
written. Finally, KKT conditions of all generating firms are
solved simultaneously using dual variables based algorithm [19].
Dual variables based algorithm is an iterative algorithm. In each
iteration, first active constraint with the biggest dual variable
is identified and KKT conditions are revised. The algorithm
is continued until all active constraints at market equilibrium
are identified and KKT conditions are revised based on active
constraints. The remaining KKT conditions are linear equations
with unique market equilibrium (for more details, refer to the
work in [19]).

III. MACHINE LEARNING

Machine learning can be described as the process through
which a computer can learn to perform a task with new data
or configurations without any reprogramming. The concept
of machine learning originates from pattern recognition and
computational learning theory in artificial intelligence [20].

The algorithms developed with machine learning concepts are
expected to learn to do their tasks for future data, which is not
presented to the algorithm during training process [21]. Machine
learning has a multitude of tasks, the most important of which
is perhaps the supervised learning [22]. In supervised learning,
we provide the algorithm with certain inputs and a group of
labeled outputs (targets), a certain output in the training process.
Algorithm then uses machine inference to develop a function
capable of emulating the process and mapping the new inputs
data to the predicted output. In the following section, we have
explained some of supervised machine learning algorithms that
we have used in this article for collusion detection in electricity
market.

A. Support Vector Machine (SVM)

In this section, SVM is proposed for detecting collusion and
identifying the companies who have raised the market price
illegally. In 1995, Vapnik and Cortes introduced SVM theory in
which a hyperplane or a series of hyperplanes was constructed
and utilized for both classification and regression [23], [24]. By
considering the labeled training set S = (xl, yl), l = 1,. . . ,L of
size L, and yl ∈ [1,−1]. The SVM can be obtained by solving

min
w,b,ξ

1

2
wTw +

L∑

i=l

ξl (12)

s.t.

yi(w
Tφ(xl) + b) ≥ 1− ξl (13)

ξl ≥ 0, l = 1, . . . , L (14)

where φ(xl) represents a nonlinear transformation mapping xl

in a high-dimensional space that is called kernel function. The
slack variable ξl represents nonlinearly separable training sets,
andC denotes the parameter of a tunable positive regularization.
In order to achieve a distributed SVM, (12) can be rewritten as
follows:

min
wi,bi,ξi

1

2

N∑

i=1

wT
i wi + C

N∑

i=1

L∑

l=l

ξil (15)

s.t.

yil(w
T
i φ(xil) + bi) ≥ 1− ξil (16)

ξil ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , N, l = 1, . . . , L (17)

whereN denotes the number of groups working together in order
to train the SVM and wi represents the parameter of the local
optimization for each group. By introducing a global variable z,
(15) can be reformulated as

min
z,wi,bi,ξi

1

2

N∑

i=1

zT zi + C

N∑

i=1

L∑

l=l

ξil (18)

yil(w
T
i φ(xil) + bi) ≥ 1− ξil (19)

ξil ≥ 0, z = wi (20)

i = 1, . . . , N, l = 1, . . . , L. (21)

In order to solve (18) distributively, variables {z, wi} i =1,...,
N can be partitioned into two sets represented by {z} and {wi},
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i = 1,...,N, and the alternating direction method of multipliers
can be applied to solve the problem. Specifically, the scaled
augmented Lagrangian function can be expressed as follows:

l{z, wi, ξi, ρ, μi} =
1

2

N∑

i=1

zT zi + C

N∑

i=1

L∑

l=l

ξil

+
ρ

2
‖wi − z + μi‖22 (22)

where ρ denotes the step size and μi represents the scaled dual
variable. At each iteration k, {wi},{z}, and μi can be updated
as follows:

wi[k + 1] = arg min
wi,bi,ξi

C

L∑

i=1

ξil +
ρ

2
‖wi − z[k] + μi[k]‖22

(23)

yil(w
T
i φ(xil) + bi) ≥ 1− ξil (24)

ξil ≥ 0, l = 1, . . . , L. (25)

Note that the process updating wi can be done locally in the ith
group. Moreover, it involves the fitting of an SVM to the local
data using an offset in the quadratic regularization term. The
vector {z} is expressed as

ki[k + 1] = argmin
z

1

2
zT z +

ρ

2
‖wi[k + 1]− z + μi[k]‖22

(26)
which can be solved analytically as

z =
Nρ

1
ρ +Nρ

(w̄[k + 1] + μ̄[k]) (27)

in which w̄ = 1
N

∑N
i=1 wi and μ̄ = 1

N

∑N
i=1 μi. Finally, the

scaled dual variable μi can be updated by

μi[k + 1] = μi[k] + wi[k + 1]− z[k + 1]. (28)

In constructing historical data, since the number of classes
and classes in collusion samples depend on the number of
generators and production companies as well as the number
of possible collusion scenarios, so the number of classes can
be more than two groups, therefore, a multiclass SVM is used
[25], [26], and for each nonlinear classifier, Gaussian kernel is
applied in which δ is a mutable parameter. The main factors
affecting the performance of SVM comprise kernel function
and its parameters as well as the soft margin parameter C. The
optimal Gaussian kernel parameter and soft margin (C) can be
used for improving the efficiency of nonlinear SVM. Gaussian
kernel, which has a single parameter (γ), is a typical choice for
SVM [27]. The common practice for finding the best values of C
and γ is to conduct a grid search, i.e., to repeat the calculations
with different C and γ combinations and determine the values
yielding the best accuracy through cross-validation [28]. The
SVM algorithm is mentioned in [29].

B. Classification and Regression Tree (CART)

Briman et al. introduced CART algorithm, resulting in the
creation of a tree using binary division [30], [31]. CART al-
gorithm is considered as a nonparametric decision tree learning

technique, which can be used to classify various types of data. In
other words, both CARTs are generated by the CART algorithm,
which can be dependent on whether the dependent variable is
categorical or numerical, respectively. CART algorithm is a
classification technique for building a decision tree based on
Gini’s impurity index as splitting criterion. CART is a binary
tree that is constructed by dividing the node into two child nodes
repeatedly. Algorithm 3 describes the process of constructing
a CART algorithm, as we see it works repeatedly in three
steps based on Gini’s impurity index. In the first step for each
feature, the best split is calculated, which maximizes the splitting
criterion. In step 2, the node’s best split is selected among the
best splits from step 1. In step 3, CART algorithm splits the node
by using the best node split from step 2 and repeats from step 1
until stopping criterion is satisfied (see Appendix B and [32]).

C. Bootstrap Aggregating Method (Bagging)

Bootstrap aggregating, also known as bagging, is designed as
a machine learning ensemble meta-algorithm for the improve-
ment of both the stability and accuracy of machine learning
algorithms employed in the statistical regression and classi-
fication. Moreover, it can decrease the variance and prevent
overfitting. Breiman proposed bagging for the improvement
of the classification via combining classifications of randomly
produced training sets. Bagging method is modeled based on
the instability of base learners that can be utilized to modify the
predictive performance of such unstable base learners. The main
idea is that there is a training set S of size n and a learner L,
which commonly is decision tree, bagging createm new training
sets with replacement Si. Then, bagging applies L to each Si to
build m models. The final output of bagging is based on simple
averaging (see bagging algorithm in Appendix B) [33].

D. Statistical Anomaly Detection Techniques

In data mining, the datasets that are considerably different
from the remainder of the data are called outliers or anomalies.
Different types of anomaly detection methods have been pro-
posed, such as the distance-based, model-based, and statistical-
based methods [34]. In this article, we use the statistical-based
methods. We use metric P (z) and a threshold δ, where P (z)
represents the statistical characteristics of the historical data. If
P (z) ≤ δ, then z statistically has low similarity to the remaining
data. In this method, the hypothesis of anomaly is confirmed if
P (z) ≤ δ, and it is rejected if P (z) ≥ δ. Threshold δ will be
learnt by the historical data (step 3 in Algorithm 4). Because
of using the historical data to learn δ, this method, in some
literature, is called the semisupervised learning method. We
use the multivariate Gaussian distribution probability density
function (pdf) as metric P (z) as follows:

P
(
Z;μ,

∑)
=

1

(2π)
n
2 |∑ |0.5

× exp

[
−1

2
(Z − μ)T

−1∑
(Z − μ)

]
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μ =
1

m

m∑

i=1

Z(i)

∑
=

1

m

m∑

i=1

(
Z(i) − μ

)(
Z(i) − μ

)T

(29)

where n is the number of features, m is the number of samples,
andPi(zi) is the pdf of feature i. Each feature zi follows a certain
distribution that should be fitted based on the historical data. In
step 1, the historical data will be collected. These data will be
gathered from the ISO. In step 2, a Gaussian density function will
be fitted to the preprocessed data (P (Z)). If the new operational
points are statistically not similar to the historical data, the value
of P (Zval) will be less than threshold δ. Step 3 defines the best
possible δ using the labeled historical data. The new operating
point will be tested in step 4 to see how similar it is to the normal
data.

IV. COLLUSION DETECTION AND CLASSIFICATION

This article intends to provide ISOs with a tool to analyze day-
ahead market data so as to identify generator units who intend to
exercise collusion and raise the market prices. This objective is
pursued via machine learning and supervised approaches. One
major problem that makes it unable to use trainable machines in
collusion detection area is lack of adequate data associated with
different collusion among generation companies. To address
this issue, we first simulate the electricity oligopoly market and
then create quasi-actual operating points for different collusion
scenarios. To this end, we have to study scenarios which have the
highest impact on electricity market and threat the competitive
environment of power market. These collusion scenarios are
well studied in research community, as an example in [8] and
[9], authors have modeled the collusive strategic behaviors, in-
cluding implicit or explicit collusion. To create the quasi-actual
operating points for collusion strategies, we need to model elec-
tricity market for different collusion scenarios. In order to model
collusion scenarios, the companies participating in coalition
among themselves are considered as a single entity. This means
that generating firms (Gencos) that participate in the collusion
seeks optimization of the sum of profits of all participated firms
in the collusion, instead of optimizing their profits separately
and independently. In order to create the historical data about
all different collusion scenario, the quasi-actual operating points
of different bilateral collusion are calculated. At first, our arti-
cle focuses on identifying specific collusion and collusion-free
scenarios and labeling the data as the operating points of the
market, then the data are used to train supervised algorithms. In
other words, our goal is to use supervised algorithms to detect
the specified collusion scenarios. In this article, we present a
practical approach for generating electricity market operating
points and day-ahead market data as training and evaluating
data for detecting machine.

A. Data Generation

In the generation of training and test data process, we need
two points of view. The first view comes from the ISO to create

training data and developed the trainable machines. The second
view point is Gencos’s view to create test and evaluation data in
order to assess the trained machines. Below we will discuss how
to generate training and evaluating data from two viewpoints.

1) Generation of Training Data by ISO’s View Point: As
mentioned in previous section, in order to collusion detection
and identifying the colluding companies, system operator needs
to create and design a trainable machine. To do this, we have to
simulate the quasi-actual operating points and market data from
ISO’s viewpoint based on Nash equilibrium theory for com-
petitive or collusion-free state and different collusion scenarios
according to Section II. In this article, some uncertainties in cost
function of generation units are added in the generating of quasi-
actual data process systematically as a more practical approach,
therefore, it is assumed that system operator is unable to access
adequate knowledge about some cost function of generator. Most
importantly, in this article, in order to propose and provide a
practical approach, training data are created by system operator
to model a trained machine and test data are generated from
Gencos’s view to assess created model, which will be described
in the next section. In the generation of training data process, we
generate market equilibrium points from ISO’s viewpoint, which
are intercept of bids of all generating units (α). Training data are
generated by these equilibrium points. To this end, first we solve
EPEC problem for many times by using Monte Carlo theory that
estimates cost function of all generator. Therefore, from ISO’s
viewpoint by using Monte Carlo theory, according to (3) for cost
function coefficientsai, we consider a set of possible coefficients
for each generator, for example, for generator G1, we have
[a11 a12 a13 ...a1n] where n is the number of cost function
scenarios for each generator and assuming that coefficient bi
is known for all sides, then the EPEC problem is solved for
many times and different scenarios of all possible generator’s
cost function coefficients. Thus, too many equilibrium points
are created for different collusion scenarios. To achieve a proper
collusion detection technique, modeling should go beyond the
limits of a single period or a certain class of load demand,
therefore generation of training data is repeated for different load
levels. Since for each generator, equilibrium points are obtained
for different possible cost function coefficients, only one of them
is considered as actual market equilibrium points and the rest
are close to equilibrium’s peripheral points, therefore obtained
equilibrium points and their peripheral points are assumed as
the main core of quasi-actual operating points in the training
process. It should be noted that the obtained equilibrium point
is not enough to create market data or quasi-actual operation
point and does not contain useful information about collusive
behavior of Gencoes to construct a model of trained machine
for collusion detection, therefore, in addition to equilibrium
points, some attributes are required to model of detector machine
and distinguish operating points related to collusion from the
collusion-free operating points. Using these features, we can
find out the collusive behaviors of colluding companies. These
attributes are utilized as inputs to train and model the trainable
machine. These attributes are as follows:

1) marginal cost of generators (MC);
2) MCP of generators;
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3) Lerner index for different generators (Ler);
4) market share of each producer in each load demand; and
5) market Herfindahl Hirschman Index (HHI).
Privately owned generators naturally refuses to publicly report

their marginal cost functions, therefore in this section, it is
assumed that ISO is unaware about marginal cost functions of
some generators. The Lerner index measures the extent to which
a given firm’s price exceeds its marginal costs. In other words,
the Lerner index measures a firm’s level of market power by
relating price to marginal cost and describes the relationship
between elasticity and price margins for a profit-maximizing
firm. The HHI index is famous and accepted as an indicator
of market competition that measures the level of concentration
in a given industry [27]. The market simulation performed
in this article aims to calculate the aforementioned criteria at
equilibrium points and their peripheral points that are under
different collusion and collusion-free scenarios. Now, we were
able to create training and historical data and model a trained
machine with the help of Nash theory. After the training process,
new samples of the real market are given to the trained machine
and the machine detects the occurrence of collusion and distin-
guishes companies who participate in the collusion. Algorithm
2 shows the basic procedure of the historical and training data
generation from ISO’s viewpoint. In step 1, historical data will
be collected. First, we consider a limit for marginal costs of all
generators (parameter a) from ISO’s viewpoint, then consider
different values for parameter a for each generator (according
to Monte Carlo theory). After that we consider all possible
combinations and scenarios for marginal costs of generators
separately in modeling of game theory between companies and
modeling of the collusion and collusion-free states. The first
and second loops are related to collusion and marginal cost
scenarios, respectively, and the third loop is related to different
load levels. Therefore, in each collusion scenario, we compute
market equilibrium, generation powers at equilibrium point, and

Fig. 1. Schematic of the proposed method for collusion detection.

then collusion criteria for all marginal cost scenarios and all
load levels. The obtained data in each collusion scenario are
labeled and saved, finally data generation process is repeated
for other collusion scenarios. In the last step, the obtained
collusion criteria are utilized as input to train the detector
machine.

2) Generation of Test Data From Gencos’s View: In previous
section, we were able to model a trained machine via quasi-actual
operating points, which were generated from ISO’s view. In
order to evaluate the created model of the machine for collusion
detecting, it is urgent to model the practical operating points
of the electricity market as test data. To do this, such as a
real market, financial-physical interaction between Gencos and
system operator is considered in modeling test data process.
In other words, in a real market, ISO receives generator’s bids
(α), then calculates final market data, such as MCP and Qs, for
each generator by solving social welfare optimization problem.
However, what is really important in modeling test data is how
to model the bidding strategies of the companies. As we know,
it is obvious that the bidding strategies of all companies in the
oligopoly market are varied, especially in different collusion
scenarios. In this section, we assume all generator submit in-
tercept of their supply curve (α) as their hourly optimal bids,
then ISO solves the social welfare optimization problem to
calculate the final market operation points, such as MCP and
Qs and other collusion criteria, finally uses the trained machine
to detect colluding companies. This procedure has been shown
in Algorithm 3 and Fig. 1. In order to model and generate test
data in collusion scenarios, we have to consider two strategies
from Gencoes’ viewpoint as follows.

1) To what extent do Gencoes take risks?
2) To what extent are Gencoes risk-averse?
In a preplanned coalition, the conspirators may be risk-taker

and adopt high-level bids in their coalition, which satisfy the
maximum profits. As we know such strategies have a signifi-
cant risk to reveal, on the other hand, the conspirators may be
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Fig. 2. Strategies of collaborators.

risk-averse in order to hide their coalition and consider lower
bids close to the competitive level. In the next section, we
consider two aforementioned scenarios and then generated
test data will be analyzed by machine learning algorithm
separately.

a) Adopting optimal strategy: In this section, we assume
conspirators or companies who exercise collusion adopt the
highest (optimal) bids in their coalition, which are intercept
of their supply curve (α). To do this, it is urgent that united
companies estimate the cost function of generator related to rival
companies by using Monte Carlo theory. They consider a set of
cost function coefficients for each generator of other companies,
then consider the average of these sets as the main coefficient
of the cost functions. In the other side, ISO after receiving the
generator’s bids determine market price, power quantities, and
calculate collusion criteria. These criteria will be entered into the
machine in order to analyze the collusive behavior of all firms.
This process is repeated for a different number of load levels and
for each possible collusion scenario. In this section, we intended
to analyze the efficiency of supervised learning using created
test data when conspirators adopt the optimal strategy in their
coalition.

b) Adopting nonoptimal strategy: In previous section, it was
assumed that conspirators were risk taker and considered op-
timal amounts (α) as their offers. In a real electricity market,
dual behavior of generators and offering the high-level prices
can be a sign of market power and collusion, therefore proposed
bidding strategy in the previous section can be a risky strategy,
accordingly, it is possible that conspirators in order to hide their
coalition adopt the special nonoptimal strategy. They come to
an agreement on their expected profit first, then are looking for
the bid levels that satisfy this agreed profit in their collusion.
It can be stated that generators withdraw their highest profits
and choose reducing the risk of being detected by ISO instead
of maximizing their colluded profit. For example, as Fig. 2, we
assume that firms 1 and 2 set out to collude together in special
load level QDi, first they decide to compete separately in an
oligopoly environment, then by solving EPEC problem submit
their bids to market operator. Summation of profits for two firms
is Objmin. For the second time and under similar load demand,
companies collude together and solve EPEC jointly. They first

TABLE I
UNITS OWNED BY EACH FIRM

decided to adopt the highest profit in their coalition. Therefore
consider α by solving EPEC as optimal bids and submit them to
market. After gate closure and determining the market price by
ISO, they calculate the summation of obtained profits. Therefore,
when they collude and select maximum bids or optimal offers,
summation profits will be equal to Objmax. For the third time
in order to hide their collusion, conspirators are looking for
nonoptimal offers/bids and choose their expected profits in the
range of Objmin ≤ Obj ≤ Objmax by solving EPEC problem.
Therefore, they are looking for bids that satisfy their expected
profits. Accordingly in optimization problem (5)–(10), a new
constraint is added as follow:

∑

i∈f,g

(
λQsi − aiQsi − 1

2
Qs2i

)
= Objexp (30)

where f and g are conspirators and Objexp is their expected
summation profits that is between Objmin and Objmax.

Conspirators can set this value to achieve different level
bids from competitive level to maximum bids in collusion as
Fig. 2. As a specific strategy, the average of these values can be
considered as their expected profits, therefore Objexp is equal to
Objmin+Objmax

2 .
It is clear that the more company’s expected profit becomes

closer to Objmin indicates that conspirators are risk-averse and
they behave close to competitive scenario to hide their collusion.
Also, the more expected profit becomes closer to Objmax, it
means that conspirators are risk taker and consider higher bids
in their coalition. Therefore, collusion strategies can be changed
by altering collusion coefficient of h linearly, as shown in Fig. 2
and (31)

Objexp = Objmin + (Objmax − Objmin)h (31)

where h ∈ [0,1]. It is obvious that if h = 0 there is no collusion
in the market and all Gencoes compete together, also if h =
1, conspirators choose maximizing their colluded profit. In the
third EPEC problem, we are not looking for objective function
optimization, but our main goal is to satisfy the new constraint
(30), therefore, the objective function can be a constant value.
The result of such optimization problems can be any random
value.

V. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

In this section, the proposed approach is applied to the IEEE
57 and 30 bus as a test systems. Table I shows the list of
generators owned by each producer and Table II shows the list
of bilateral collusion scenarios for the studied market.
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TABLE II
DIFFERENT SCENARIOS OF COLLUSION

TABLE III
COEFFICIENTS OF ai FOR ALL GENERATORS FROM ISO’S VIEWPOINT

According to Table II, there are three different scenarios for
bilateral collusion. We intend to identify these collusion scenar-
ios from collusion-free scenario and distinguish the conspirators
firms. To achieve a proper collusion detection technique, mod-
eling should go beyond the limits of a single period or a certain
class of load demand. In this article, we assume load demand
varies for 57-bus system between 3000 and 4000 MW and for
30-bus system between 2000 and 3000 MW with 50-MW steps,
thus, we have 21 different load levels. Tables VI and VII show
parameters of generation units for two IEEE test system.

To create quasi-actual data as training set for machine training
from ISO’s view, equilibrium points for 21 different load levels
and different collusion scenarios are computed according to
Table II. As mentioned earlier, first ISO consider a set of cost
function coefficient for each generator, then for all different
combinations of coefficients, ISO run the EPEC problem in
each load level. According to the cost function equation MCi =
ai + biQsi, we consider bi as a fixed amount for all sides, also
we assume ISO has enough information about the coefficients
ai for all generators as Tables VI and VII except for the first
generators of firms 1 and 2 [U11, U21] for two test systems,
therefore, as Table III, we assume system operator can estimate
upper and lower limits of unknown values.

In Table III, a11 and a21 are the parameters of generators
related to the first unit of firms 1 and 2, respectively, which
ISO does not have enough information about its actual amount.
Therefore, as Table III from ISO’s viewpoint, we select 8 differ-
ent values in the considered limits for the intercept of marginal
cost functions ai by using normal distribution function. For two
IEEE test system by selecting 8 values, we have 64 different
scenarios for marginal cost function and for each one, we solve
EPEC in each load level then calculate equilibrium points,
thus in training process, we generate 64× 21× 6× 4 = 32 256
samples for 30-bus system where 4 are the number of collusion
scenarios, 6 indicate the number of generators, and 21 are the
number of different load levels, also the whole training data
for 57-bus system are 64× 21× 7× 4 = 37 632 samples. To
create final training dataset, collusion criteria is calculated at
the generated equilibrium points, thus we have a matrix 32 256
by 5 as a training dataset for 30-bus system and a matrix
37 632 by 5 for 57-bus system, where 5 are the number of

TABLE IV
CONFUSION MATRIX IN THE TEST PROCESS

criteria. In order to generate the test samples, as mentioned
earlier, in collusion scenarios, we consider two approaches
from Gencoes’ viewpoint: optimal strategies and nonoptimal
strategies.

A. Adopt Optimal Strategy

As mentioned in the previous section, all generators and con-
spirator firms adopt optimal strategies and submit their intercept
of supply function (α), which satisfy their maximum profit in
their coalition. Therefore, each company in order to solve EPEC
problem should estimate the marginal cost of their competitors.
To this end, from each company’s view, we consider a limit
for intercept of marginal cost function (ai) related to other
firms as Tables VIII and IX, then select 10 different values in
the considered limits, finally the average of these amounts is
considered as actual amount, eventually EPEC problem is solved
by firms for 21 load levels and different collusion scenarios.
These calculated equilibrium points are submitted as optimal
bids/offers by all firms. On the other hand, ISO after receiving the
bids, according to Table III for marginal cost scenarios, compute
generation powers at equilibrium and then calculate quantities,
MCP, and another collusion criteria. It should be noted that in
training process, we select 8 different point for marginal cost and
we had 64 scenarios, but in evaluating and testing process due to
memory limitation of computer system, we consider 5 different
values in the considered limits for cost function of two firms,
which are unclear for ISO, thus we have 25 different scenarios
for marginal costs of generators, therefore, total samples for each
collusion scenario are equal to 25× 6× 21 = 3150 samples for
30-bus and 25× 7× 21 = 3675 samples for 57-bus system

Error Rate% =

(
1− correct predicted samples

all samples

)
× 100.

(32)
Table IV shows the confusion matrix for SVM and CART algo-
rithms in the test process for 57-bus system when conspirators
adopt maximum bids in coalition. A confusion matrix contains
information about actual and predicted classifications done by
the related classification algorithm [35]. The performance or
error rates of a learning algorithm is commonly evaluated using
the confusion matrix as Table IV and (32) in which correct
predicted samples lie on the main diameter. Each row represents
the instances in an actual class or target class, whereas each
column of the matrix represents the instances in a predicted class
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TABLE V
PERCENTAGE ERROR OF ALGORITHMS

Fig. 3. Classification error of scenarios 1 and 2 (57-bus).

or output class. For example, in SVM model, of the whole 3675
subsamples of class 2, 3500 samples are correctly predicted to
this class and only 175 subsamples have been diagnosed wrongly
as class 3. Table V shows the error percentage of algorithms in
training and test process for 30- and 75-bus test systems. As
it is seen, a four class machine has a proper performance in
collusion detection when companies choose maximum bids in
their coalitions.

B. Adopt Nonoptimal Strategy

In this section, we analyze nonoptimal strategies of the com-
panies, to do this, we evaluate expected profits from competi-
tive behavior (collusion-free) to maximum profit in collusion.
Therefore, we consider a range for profit of conspirators as
Objmin ≤ Obj ≤ Objmax, then according to (31) select 10 dif-
ferent strategies by choosing 10 different amounts for expected
profits by changing h as h = [0, 0.1, . . . , 1]. For each strategy
training, test data are generated for different load levels and
different collusion scenarios, then efficiency of the machine
is analyzed separately. It is clear that if the collusive strategy
of companies is closer to competitive behavior/strategy, the
machine is confused and cannot properly distinguish between
collusion and collusion-free samples, therefore the supervised
algorithm has the highest error. Fig. 3 provides a comparison
between supervised algorithms in collusion detection and classi-
fication of scenarios 1 (collusion-free) and 2 (collusion between
firms 1 and 2) for 57-bus system and for all strategies of firms
by altering the collusion coefficient h. According to this ob-
tained results, SVM outperforms other supervised algorithms in

Fig. 4. F1 score evaluation for collusion detection.

detection of collusion and has the highest accuracy in classifica-
tion of two different groups. Furthermore, because for lower val-
ues ofh, collusion samples are similar to collusion-free samples,
machine learning algorithms are confused in classification of
these two groups. Fig. 4 compares the performance of supervised
algorithms and statistical method in classification of two groups
for 57-bus system using F1-score as a precision criterion, which
can be calculated as

F1 = 2
Pr ×Re

Pr +Re
(33)

where Pr and Re are called precision and recall, respectively,
and they are calculated using the following equations:

Pr =
True positive

Predicted Positive
(34)

Re =
True positive

Actual Positive
(35)

where true positive corresponds to the points that the algorithm
detects as positive samples and they are indeed positive ones.
Predictive positives are the points that the algorithm detects as
positive points but it may have errors. Actual positives are all
positive points in the datasets. F1 score can never be higher
than 1, and the bigger the value of F1, the more accurate the
classifier in general. As can be seen in Fig. 4, statistical method
has a lowest performance even for higher values of h.

Fig. 5 shows the performance of algorithms for classification
of scenarios 1 and 2 for the 30-bus test system. According to
obtained results, we can see a downward trend in the efficiency
of supervised learning algorithms when expected profits of the
conspirators become closer to the competitive level. Fig. 6
compares the efficiency of supervised algorithms and statistical
method in classification of collusion-free samples from samples
of the scenario 2 as Table II for 30-bus test system. According
to Fig. 6, SVM has a proper efficiency for collusion detection
and classification even for lower values of h. Figs. 7–10 show
the classification results of other scenarios for 30-bus and 57-bus
test system. According to these figures, SVM model outperforms
other supervised methods, also it is clearly seen that the closer
the bidding price of companies is to competitive level, the more
downward the efficiency of the machine is.
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Fig. 5. Classification error of scenarios 1 and 2 (30-bus).

Fig. 6. F1 score evaluation for collusion detection.

Fig. 7. Classification error of scenarios 1 and 3 (30-bus).

VI. DISCUSSION

Detection of collusion occurrence and identification of col-
luding companies are the main contributions of this article. One
of the barriers to the use of machine learning is the lack of
historical and even synthetic data. This article describes how
such synthetic data can be created reliably. Due to different
load or system changes that occur every day in generation or
consumption of electricity, electricity markets do not work on
their Nash equilibrium. However, assuming all producers to

Fig. 8. Classification error of scenarios 2 and 3 (30-bus).

Fig. 9. Classification error of scenarios 1 and 3 (57-bus).

Fig. 10. Classification error of scenario 2 and 3 (57-bus).

be rational market participants, it is reasonable to expect that
electricity markets works near their Nash equilibrium. This is
why peripheral equilibrium points for creating synthetic data are
defined and used as synthetic data for predictive model training
in this article. The results and accuracy of collusion detection
tools depend on the collusion strategies. Since companies may
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change their strategies in collusion, as shown in Figs. 3–10, the
performance of the machine will be variable, so that the more
companies in their alliance adopt higher bids and profits, the
better the machine performs.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article, an approach for collusion detection in an elec-
tricity market is proposed based on Nash equilibrium theory and
supervised learning algorithms. Since electricity markets work
near their Nash equilibrium, we considered peripheral equilib-
rium points for creating synthetic data. To this end, first, the
possible scenarios of collusion among companies are identified.
Then, for each load level and each possible collusion and noncol-
lusion scenarios, market equilibrium is computed by considering
uncertainties in marginal cost of all generating units. In collusion
scenario, conspirators who are willing to raise the market prices
may consider the obtained equilibrium point as their optimal
offers, which leads to the highest profit in their collusion, or
they may withdraw their optimal offers and change their bids
close to the competitive level in order to hide their collusion.
Therefore, we examined these two scenarios by applying the
proposed approach to the IEEE 57 and 30 buses as test systems
and demonstrated that colluding generators choose between
maximizing their colluded profit and reducing the risk of being
detected by ISO. The results indicated that supervised learning
performs very well in detecting collusion and identifying the
colluding companies when companies make the maximum profit
in their collusion. The accuracy of algorithm, in this case, is over
95%. Moreover, when conspirators withdraw their maximum
colluded profit and behave close to the competitive behavior,
developed predictive model would struggle to find collusions.
Moreover, we showed that the efficiency of SVM algorithm
in collusion detection in electricity market is better than other
algorithms and statistical methods.

APPENDIX A
TABLES

TABLE VI
PARAMETERS OF GENERATION UNITS FOR 30-BUS SYSTEM

TABLE VII
PARAMETERS OF GENERATION UNITS FOR 57-BUS SYSTEM

TABLE VIII
ai VALUES FOR GENERATORS FROM FIRMS VIEWPOINT FOR 30-BUS IEEE

TABLE IX
ai VALUES FOR GENERATORS FROM FIRMS VIEWPOINT FOR 57-BUS IEEE

APPENDIX B
ALGORITHM

A. Bagging Algorithm

Algorithm 2: Bagging.
Input:

• Training data S with correct labels
ωi ∈ ω = [ω1, . . . , ωC ] representing ; C classes

• Weak learning algorithm WeakLearn,
• Integer T specifying number of iterations.
• Percent (or fraction) F to create bootstrapped

training data t = 1, . . . , T
1. Take a bootstrapped replica St by randomly drawing

F percent; of S.
2. Call WeakLearn with St and receive the hypothesis

(classifier) ht.
3. Add ht to the ensemble, E.

End
Test: Simple Majority Voting- Given unlabeled instance x

1. Evaluate the ensemble E = {h1, . . . , hT } on x.
2. Let

vt,j =

{
1, if ht picksclass ωj

0, otherwise
(36)

be the vote given to class ωj by classifier ht.
3. Obtain total vote received by each class

Vj =

T∑

t=1

vt,j , j = 1, . . . , C (37)

4. Choose the class that receives the highest total vote as
the final classification.

B. Classification And Regression Trees (CART)

Algorithm 3: CART Algorithm.
1: Find each feature’s best split. For each feature find the

split, which maximizes the splitting criterion.
2: Find the node’s best split among the best splits from

step i which maximizes the splitting criterion.
3: Split the node using best node split from Step ii and

repeat from Step i until stopping criterion is satisfied.
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